Windows 11 Security
Starts with an
Intel Hardware
Security Foundation
A Secure Foundation Rooted Deep in Silicon
Approximately 80% of security decision makers say that software alone is not enough
protection from emerging threats.¹ That’s because software, as critically important as it is,
makes up only part of the compute system. With Windows, and now Windows 11, hardware
and software work together for protection, as Microsoft and Intel continue a long-standing
co-engineering commitment to platform performance, stability, and most importantly,
security. Windows 11 security protections from Intel are part of a comprehensive strategy
based on hardware layers of security, from chip to cloud.
From the time you power on a 12th Gen Intel® Core™ platform, hardware and associated
firmware from Intel, the system OEM and device manufacturers is verified against
manufacturers’ signed certificates. Hardware debug ports are locked, the UEFI BIOS
system management mode (SMM) is protected, and memory and storage are encrypted.
At run-time, Windows 11 takes advantage of 12th Gen Intel hardware to help protect
applications and data with accelerated encryption and accelerated virtual machine (VM)
isolation. Intel hardware also enables and accelerates advanced threat protections by
enforcing OS-level program legitimacy and enabling endpoint detection & response (EDR)
tools such as Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to help detect and respond to threats such
as ransomware, software supply chain attacks and cryptojacking, without degrading the
user-experience.
Nearly 90% of security decision makers surveyed say that outdated hardware leaves
organizations more open to attacks, and that more modern hardware would help protect
against future threats.¹

Intel Hardware Enables
Windows 11 Security

In the Windows 11 Security Book, Microsoft defines six
security categories ranging from chip to cloud.¹
Cloud Services includes the remote out-of-band
endpoint management and recovery capabilities of Intel®
Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT) and Intel®
Endpoint Management Assistant (Intel® EMA). With
Intel AMT & Intel EMA, IT can install software or patch
devices remotely, erase disks, reimage disks, and reboot
remote devices—everything they could do if they were
physically there, all from the cloud. Managed devices can
reside in the public or private cloud, and the console can
reside in a public or private cloud or at the edge.
The endpoint protection categories include Identity
& Privacy protection (secured identity and privacy
controls); Application protection (application security
and privacy controls); Operating System protection

Figure 1. Microsoft Windows 11 Security from Chip to Cloud
Windows 11 security categories, as defined in the Windows 11
Security Book.

(encryption & data protection, network security and
virus & threat protection); Hardware security (hardware
root-of-trust and silicon-assisted security) and Security
Foundation (security assurance, certification and secure
supply chain).
Intel hardware-based security capabilities help deliver
maximum protection and minimum impact on users’
productivity/experience. Intel technologies, programs
and practices range from hardware and firmware
protections below-the-OS to application, data and
advanced threat protections up and down the stack.
Intel is an industry leader in creating and operating
comprehensive ecosystem programs and practices
to help assure the security of systems and their
components throughout their lifecycle, across the value
chain. Let’s take a closer look.

Figure 2. Hardware-Enabled Security
All six Windows 11 security categories described in Microsoft’s
Windows 11 Security Book include substantial endpoint
security capabilities enabled by Intel.
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Security Processing
Hardware

The OS alone cannot protect from the wide range of
attackers’ tools and techniques used to compromise
a computer. Once inside, intruders can be difficult to
detect while engaging in multiple nefarious activities,
from stealing important data or credentials to implanting
malware into low level device firmware that becomes
difficult to identify and remove. These evolving threats
call for hardware that is secure down to the very core,
including specialized hardware to process and store
sensitive business information.
Building security capabilities in hardware helps to
remove entire classes of vulnerabilities that previously
existed in software, alone, while providing critical
performance advantages compared to implementing
the same capability in software. With hardware-based
isolation—security that begins in hardware, Windows 11
stores sensitive data behind additional security barriers,
separated from the OS. As a result, information including
encryption keys and user credentials is protected from
unauthorized access and tampering.
Fault injection attacks seek to physically disrupt the
behavior of integrated circuits, causing devices such as
the Intel® Converged Security & Management Engine
(Intel® CSME) security processor to behave incorrectly.
The most common attacks drive invalid voltage and
current into the device. Speeding-up the clock source to
the Intel CSME is another form of fault-injection attack.
The most common goal of a fault-injection attack is to
cause the Intel CSME to skip critical code paths, leaving
the platform vulnerable to the execution of malicious
instructions, exfiltration of secrets and other damage.
Intel developed and calibrated the Intel Tunable
Replica Circuit - Fault Injection Detection (Intel TRCFID) to detect and help mitigate these attacks in the
security processor starting with 12th Gen Intel® Core™
processor-based PCs. It helps protect against faultinjection attacks that use voltage glitching, clock pins
or electro-magnetic interference. The Intel TRC-FID
detects dynamic variation in circuits, and it’s calibrated

to a point where such timing violations could only be the
result of an attack. It consists of a launching flip-flop (FF),
a scan-configurable tunable delay chain, and a capture
FF, allowing the Intel TRC-FID to detect setup time
violations. When the Intel TRC-FID detects a glitch, in
order to prevent further execution of security processor
firmware, hardware isolation prevents any further
interaction of firmware code with hardware.
Part of the Intel CSME, a hardware-based root-of-trust
helps to meet two important security goals: to securely
measure the firmware and OS code that boots the
system so malware cannot hide its presence and infect
boot code; and to provide a highly-secure area isolated
from the OS and applications for storing cryptographic
keys, data and code. This protection helps to safeguard
critical resources such as the Windows authentication
stack, single sign-on tokens, the Windows Hello
biometric stack and BitLocker volume encryption keys.
A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is designed to provide
these hardware-based security-related functions
and help prevent unwanted tampering. TPMs provide
security and privacy benefits for system hardware,
platform owners and users. Windows Hello, BitLocker,
Windows Defender System Guard and numerous
other Windows features rely on the TPM for key
generation, secure storage, encryption, boot integrity
measurements, attestation and other capabilities. These
in turn help customers strengthen protection of their
identities and data.
The TPM 2.0 specification includes enhancements such
as the cryptographic algorithm flexibility for stronger
crypto algorithms. With Windows 11, both new and
upgraded devices must have TPM 2.0. The requirement
strengthens the security posture across all Windows 11
devices and helps ensure that these devices can benefit
from future security capabilities that depend on a
hardware root-of-trust.
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Platform Trust Technology
Intel CSME, through its Intel® Platform Trust
Technology (Intel® PTT) TPM circuitry, provides the
hardware root-of-trust for booting the platform (for
example, by providing a provisioned boot guard key to
Intel® Boot Guard). Intel PTT includes the capabilities
of an Intel® TPM 2.0 within the System on Chip (SoC)
for storing keys, passwords and digital certificates. This
credential storage and key management solution meets
Windows OS hardware requirements and is optimized for
low power consumption. Intel PTT supports the Trusted
Computing Group TPM 2.0 specifications and FIPS
140-2 certifications.

Intel® Secure Key, within the SoC crypto subsystem
circuitry, helps to protect sensitive keys, even from the
firmware running within the security engine. This is a
critical feature for a sensitive application like a TPM. But
some customers require TCG-certified TPMs as part
of their purchase criteria, and Intel supports customer
choice to enable discrete TPMs. Intel PTT is typically
turned off in the BIOS in configurations that also support
a discrete TPM. Refer to PC OEM documentation to learn
how to enable Intel PTT. For more, see Choose the Right
TPM Type for Your Use Case.

OS Protection
Windows 11 uses built-in hardware protection with OS
security out-of-the box to help keep your system, identity
and information safe. As the boot process begins, the
PC will first verify that the firmware is digitally signed,
reducing the risk of firmware rootkits. Secure Boot then
checks all code that runs before the OS, checking the OS
bootloader’s digital signature to ensure that it is trusted
by the Secure Boot policy and hasn’t been tampered
with. Trusted Boot takes over where Secure Boot
leaves off. The Windows bootloader verifies the digital
signature of the Windows kernel before loading it. The
Windows kernel, in turn, verifies every other component
of the Windows startup process.
Windows relies on Unified Extensible Firmware Interface
(UEFI) Secure Boot, Early Launch Anti-Malware (ELAM),
Dynamic Root-of-Trust Measurement (DRTM), Trusted
Boot and other low-level hardware and firmware security
features to help protect your PC from attacks. From the
moment you power on your PC until your anti-malware
starts, Windows, enabled with Intel hardware, helps keep
you safe.
Measured Boot, implemented by bootloaders, BIOS, and
the Windows boot process, verifies and cryptographically
records each step of the boot in a chained manner. These
events are bound to the TPM that functions as a rootof-trust. Remote attestation is the mechanism by which
these events are read and verified by a service to provide
a verifiable, unbiased and tamper-resilient report. Remote
attestation is the trusted auditor of system boot, allowing
relying parties to bind trust to the device and its security.
In addition to the use of measured boot for remote
attestation, the use of local attestation by solutions such
as BitLocker help ensure integrity of early boot components.

Trusted & Secure Boot

On leading 12th Gen Intel Core processor-based systems,
you can use trusted and secure boot processes which
meet and go beyond Secured-core PC specifications,
based on the following hardware security technologies
from Intel:
• Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (Intel® TXT)
is used by the OS or hypervisor to initiate a Measured
Launch Environment (MLE)—generally at OS boot
time. Intel TXT measures key components executed
during launch of the MLE and allows the OS to
check the consistency in behaviors and launch-time
configurations against a “known good” sequence.
Using this verified benchmark, the system can quickly
assess whether any attempts have been made to alter
or tamper with the launch time environment.
• Intel® System Security Report is a patented, trusted
hardware-to-software channel for gaining below-theOS security visibility. In coordination with Intel TXT,
Intel System Security Report communicates policies to
the OS, and it provides a one-time report at Intel TXT
launch to indicate the system hardware or resources
that may be accessible from firmware System
Management Interrupt (SMI) handlers.
• Intel® System Resources Defense extends the ability
to enforce resource access policies for SMI handler
firmware beyond memory resources. This mechanism
can enforce policy on what system resources can be
accessed by firmware SMI handlers from within SMM
by establishing a ring 0 and ring 3 privilege separation
for hardware access from SMI handlers. Intel System
Resources Defense can help to harden the platform by
reducing the attack surface in SMM.
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• Intel® Boot Guard provides a hardware-based trust
chain for boot integrity that roots the Microsoft
Windows requirements for UEFI Secure Boot to the
hardware. Intel Boot Guard cryptographically verifies
and/or measures BIOS components before executing
them.
• Intel® BIOS Guard is a UEFI-BIOS Flash update
technology that creates a very small trust boundary for
BIOS image updates to flash memory, eliminating from
the trust boundary the SMI handler and nearly all of the
power-on self-test (POST) BIOS, as well. This small
trust boundary reduces the risk of flash based attacks
in 12th Gen Intel Core processor-based platforms,
including permanent subversion and/or denial of
service attacks.

Virtualization Technologies

In Windows 11, hardware and software work together to
help protect the operating system, with Virtualizationbased security (VBS) and Secure Boot built-in and
enabled by default on 12th Gen Intel Core processors.
Even if bad actors get in, they don’t get far. VBS isolates
a secure region of memory from the OS and increases
protection from OS vulnerabilities.
VBS uses Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT-x),
Intel® VT-x2 with Extended Page Tables (EPT) and more
for performance optimization and security. For example,
VBS uses Intel® VT for Directed I/O (Intel® VT-d) to
accelerate advanced security capabilities and improve
reliability and security through device isolation using
hardware-assisted remapping. Intel VT-d also improves
I/O performance and availability by direct assignment
of devices. These features work in concert to enable
virtualized workloads that help to prevent malicious
code injection in the OS and protect data such as login credentials from direct memory access attacks and
other modern threats.

Windows Virtual Secure Mode (VSM) uses Intel
VT-x to protect key data and credentials (tokens) on
the system’s main storage drive. VSM and Intel VT-x
help prevent hackers from obtaining credentials and
infiltrating the enterprise infrastructure. Beyond VSM,
Microsoft Defender Credential Guard can isolate secrets
so that only privileged system software can access
them, preventing credential theft attacks. Credential
Guard utilizes Intel Virtualization Technologies helping
to prevent credential theft attacks. Credential Guard
can be enabled via Microsoft Intune, Group Policy,
editing the Windows Registry, or using the Device
Guard and Credential Guard hardware readiness
tool. In addition, Windows includes a set of Intel VT-x
enabled technologies called Windows Defender Device
Guard. A Device Guard feature called Configurable
Code Integrity restricts devices to run only authorized
applications. Simultaneously, a Device Guard feature
called Hypervisor-Protected Code Integrity (HVCI) helps
protect the OS against kernel memory attacks.

Control-flow Enforcement

Control-flow hijacking is another threat to the OS and
beyond. Control-flow hijacking attacks system memory
to target OSs, browsers, readers and other legitimate
programs. These attacks are hard to detect or prevent
because they use existing code running from executable
memory to change program behavior. For example,
Return Oriented Programming attacks rely on the RET
(return) instruction, where the address of the next
instruction to execute is fetched from a stack; stack
corruption is used to control the return address.
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Intel works closely with Microsoft, and Microsoft works
closely with developers, so the industry can offer better
protection against control-flow hijacking. Intel® Controlflow Enforcement Technology (Intel® CET) helps to
protect against the misuse of legitimate code. Intel
CET enables the OS to create a Shadow Stack, which is
designed to be protected from application code memory
accesses, and stores CPU-stored copies of the return
addresses. This helps ensure that even when an attacker
is able to modify/corrupt the return addresses in the data
stack for the purpose of carrying out a ROP attack, the
attacker is not able to modify the Shadow Stack. The
Intel CET state machine in the CPU detects mismatches
between the address on the shadow and data stack to help
prevent the attack via an exception reported to the OS.

Threat Detection

System-wide protection from ever-evolving, advanced
threats like ransomware, software supply chain attacks
and cryptojacking require a holistic approach. That’s
why Windows 11 supports Intel® Threat Detection
Technology (Intel® TDT) to help rapidly detect and
respond to these threats. Intel TDT is enabled in
leading security vendors’ software (including Microsoft
Defender for Endpoint) to improve efficacy and
performance, resulting in better detection
of advanced threats on 12th Gen Intel Core processorbased PCs.

Security software vendors and enterprise IT
professionals need to run more security workloads
to detect new classes of emerging threats. However,
CPU performance can limit how much they can do
without affecting the user experience. With Intel TDT,
security software vendors increase the efficacy of
their solutions—how many duty cycles they can run for
deeper inspection and proactive threat detection and
prevention. Intel TDT uses platform telemetry in the CPU
to help profile exploits for behavioral detection. Targeted
exploit detection combines machine learning algorithms
with hardware telemetry unique to Intel processors. This
capability adds a highly effective, low-overhead tool
to the arsenal of security providers without requiring
intrusive scanning techniques or signature databases,
leading to improved and proactive malware detection.
For example, using silicon telemetry, Intel TDT helps
detect new ransomware variants not yet profiled by the
security solution vendor. Likewise, a known attack may
be running in a VM and be undetectable by the security
vendor. Again, Intel TDT signals can be useful to the
third-party solution in detecting these attacks.
Intel TDT enables security software vendors to
efficiently and easily offload some workloads from
the CPU to the integrated GPU (which is mostly idle
on enterprise client systems). The integrated GPU
performance of 12th Gen Intel Core processors, coupled
with the large pool of shared system memory, provides
an opportunity to take advantage of graphics compute
that is otherwise not fully utilized.
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Intel TDT Advanced Memory Scanning (AMS) was
the first security workload Intel TDT could offload
from CPU to the Intel integrated GPU. Current
scanning technologies can detect system memorybased cyberattacks, but many security software
vendors turn them off by default because they impact
CPU performance. With AMS, offloading to the Intel
integrated GPU enables EDR software solutions to scan
more frequently, improving overall system security
and uncovering hard-to-detect file-less attacks to the
memory layer. For example, Microsoft integrates Intel
TDT-enabled AMS into the Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) capability.
In addition to AMS, Intel TDT enables security-specific
machine learning (ML) workloads to offload from CPU to
the Intel integrated GPU. That helps EDR solutions like
Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to find hard-to-detect
attacks and reduce false-positives, with minimal impact
to system performance. For example, current Intel TDT
cryptomining and ransomware detectors use the Intel
integrated GPU for classification using the Random
Forest Classifier toolkit workload.
Ransomware is downloaded through malicious links from
phishing schemes targeting user devices. It will encrypt
endpoint files and move to infect servers, the network
and applications. Intel TDT helps detect ransomware
variants not yet profiled by EDR solutions. Intel TDT
signals can help EDR solutions detect known attacks
running in a VM, otherwise making them undetectable.
Intel TDT equips EDR software to go beyond signature
and file-based techniques with malware behavior
monitoring, and with Full-Stack Visibility, Intel TDT helps
close blind spots to expose and differentiate malware
from legitimate data encryption as it hides in memory or
in VMs to evade detection.

Opportunistic attackers may prefer to use cryptojacking
over ransomware. Intel TDT applies machine learning to
low level hardware telemetry from the CPU Performance
Monitoring Unit (PMU) to help EDR solutions detect
cryptojacking at runtime with minimal overhead. With
Intel TDT, cryptojacking operations trigger a signal
when a certain PMU usage threshold is reached, and the
signal is unaffected by common antimalware evasion
techniques such as binary obfuscation or memoryonly payloads. An AI machine learning layer processes
the signal to recognize the footprint generated by
cryptojacking. Intel TDT can further offload ML inference
to the Intel integrated GPU enabling continuous
monitoring with negligible overhead.
Living off the land (LotL) and software supply chain
attacks pose a significant security challenge because
they blur the boundary between benign and malicious
programs. It is much harder for security products to
accurately identify the threat and promptly respond
when legitimate programs are attacked and start to
misbehave. Intel TDT anomalous behavior detection
(ABD) uses AI and Intel integrated GPU performance
optimizations to deliver very high efficacy without
significant impact on the user experience. ABD uses
machine learning algorithms, Intel® Processor Trace
(Intel® PT), Last Branch Record (LBR) and Performance
Monitoring Unit (PMU) telemetry to profile the normal
control-flow behaviors of benign applications. ABD
then monitors application execution in production,
and it detects control-flow deviations in real-time if
applications are attacked or experience unexpected
errors. The Microsoft Defender for Endpoint Research
team evaluated ABD using a wide range of benign
workloads and attack scenarios. Test results indicate that
ABD can accurately detect common process hijacking
techniques with very high signal-to-noise ratios.
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Application &
Data Protections
Most cyberattacks occur at the application and data
level, and those attacks are getting more sophisticated.
The security perimeter erodes as cyberthreats evolve
and become more complex. For IT professionals,
balancing user experience against security priorities can
be daunting. That’s especially true today, as home and
business PC uses converge with more people working
remotely than ever before. That means IT must provide
high-performance devices and enhanced support
for employee productivity while also taking proactive
measures to improve security by protecting valuable
assets and data.
Cybercriminals regularly gain access to valuable data
by hacking poorly secured applications. Common
security failures include “code injection” attacks, in
which attackers insert malicious code that can tamper
with data, or even destroy it. Wherever confidential data
is stored, it must be protected against unauthorized
access, whether through physical device theft or from
malicious applications. 12th Gen Intel Core processorbased platforms include security capabilities to isolate
and help protect login credentials, sensitive data and
business-critical applications in secure virtual machines.
In addition, 12th Gen Intel platforms include advanced
hardware-based encryption technologies to help protect
data in flight, at rest and in applications.
Intel® Advanced Encryption Standard-New
Instructions (Intel® AES-NI) accelerates the encryption
of data to make pervasive encryption feasible in areas
where previously it was not—that gives IT environments
faster, more affordable data protection and more
security. Intel AES-NI is used by Microsoft BitLocker to
accelerate encryption and decryption, and to improve
key generation and matrix manipulation, all while
aiding in carry-less multiplication. This accelerates
cryptographic processing and addresses side channel
attacks associated with traditional software methods of
table look-ups.
Intel® Total Memory Encryption (Intel® TME), provides
the base functionality to allow for full physical memory
encryption. It is designed to work with existing software
applications and systems (without modification). Intel
TME helps protect against “cold boot” memory attacks
where an attacker dumps memory by performing a hard
reset of the target machine. Intel TME encrypts DRAM
using NIST standard AES-XTS encryption. It leverages
Intel expertise in process/circuit design to help provide
data protection through high-performance and lowpower crypto circuits.

Intel TME is enabled via the BIOS during the initial boot
process with very minor modifications. Once activated,
all data sent on the external memory buses of the chip
are encrypted using the standard NIST AES-XTS
algorithm. It generates the 128-bit key using a hardware
random generator. The key is not accessible by software
or through any external interface. A new platform key
is generated by the processor on every boot. Intel TME
is an out-of-box capability that provides memory data
protection for end users’ sensitive/confidential data if
their client system is lost or stolen. Hooks are available
for anti-theft service to wipe out the keys for Intel TME.
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Encryption
Process

AES

Traditional software-based AES
algorithms are compute intensive

Data at Rest

Data in Application
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Hardware instructions reduce
CPU cycles for each round

Figure 5. Intel AES-NI accelerates cryptographic

processing for data in flight, at rest and in applications.

Virtualized and containerized environments need more
granular, page-level memory encryption. Intel® TME–
Multi Key (Intel® TME-MK) enhances Intel TME for
page-granular memory encryption through support for
multiple encryption keys. Intel TME-MK can effectively
work with non-volatile memory, various attestation
mechanisms or other key provisioning services. For
virtualized workloads, Hyper-V can manage the keys to
transparently provide memory encryption support for
legacy OSs without modifications. OSs also can take
advantage of Intel TME-MK to provide support in native
and virtualized environments—e.g., each guest OS can
take advantage of Intel TME-MK for itself and encrypt its
own data.
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In addition, malicious attacks on the OS kernel and the
page table threaten applications and data across the
platform and beyond. Intel® Virtualization Technology
- Redirect Protections (Intel® VT-rp) delivers hardware
acceleration for an otherwise performance-intensive
attack mitigation. Using dedicated 12th Gen Intel Core
processor instructions, Intel VT-rp accelerates execution
of alternate page table root/page tables that the OS
can trust. Intel VT-rp is used by the Microsoft Hyper-V
hypervisor virtual machine monitor (VMM) to enforce
guest linear translation to guest physical mappings. Intel
VT-rp comprises three related technologies: a Hypervisormanaged Linear Address Translation (HLAT) mechanism;
a new EPT control bit called “paging-write”; and another
new EPT control bit called “verify paging-write.” When
combined with the existing Extended Page Table (EPT)
capability, Intel VT-rp enables the VMM to ensure the
integrity of combined guest linear translation cached by
the processor translation lookaside buffer (TLB) via a
reduced software TCB managed by the VMM, making the
VMM-enforced guest translations far less vulnerable to
tampering.

Apps

HVCI

Windows Platform Services
LSA

A related technology built-in to 12th Gen Intel Core
processors, Intel® Virtualization Technology for
Directed I/O (Intel® VT-d), helps protect against faulty
device Direct Memory Access (DMA) and interrupts.
That helps to secure workloads from unauthorized DMA
initiated from the main OS. That’s especially important
on the latest mobile PCs that feature hot plug PCIe
ports such as Thunderbolt™ 4 technology for greater
extensibility, but at the risk of “drive-by” DMA attacks.
DMA-capable devices can read and write to system
memory without having to engage the system processor.
Intel VT-d provides the foundation for Kernel DMA
Protection on Microsoft Windows. Windows leverages
the system IOMMU to block external peripherals from
starting and performing DMA unless the drivers for these
peripherals support memory isolation.

Kernel Mode
Code Integrity

Intel VT-x provides silicon-assisted security to isolate
critical system resources from VMs and containers
running various system- and application-level processes.
Intel VT-x supports usages for activity partitioning,
workload isolation, embedded management, legacy
software migration, and disaster recovery.

Intel Virtualization Technologies also help protect
Windows 11 kernel-level code integrity with ModeBased Execution Control (MBEC). MBEC virtualization
provides an extra layer of protection from malware
attacks in a virtualized environment. It enables the
Windows Hyper-V hypervisor to more reliably and
efficiently verify and enforce the integrity of kernel level
code. Memory integrity is a powerful system mitigation
that leverages MBEC hardware virtualization and
Hyper-V to protect Windows kernel-mode processes
against the injection and execution of malicious or
unverified code. Code integrity validation is performed
in a secure environment that is resistant to attack from
malicious software, and page permissions for kernel
mode are set and maintained by the hypervisor.

Isolated LSA

In addition to encryption, 12th Gen Intel Core processorbased PCs use hardware-accelerated virtualization
techniques to abstract the physical hardware, creating
logical resources consisting of CPUs, memory, storage
and networking and providing those resources in the form
of agile, scalable, consolidated virtual machines (VMs).
Because VMs are sandboxed from the rest of the client
system, they provide complete isolation from the PC
OS and other VMs. That enables isolation of workloads,
reducing the opportunity for malware to easily spread,
and enabling improved protection of credentials and
other secrets, as well as for running entire workloads in
separate VMs.

Kernel
Virtual Secure Mode
(VSM)

Kernel
Windows
(Host OS)

Hypervisor
Hardware

Figure 6. MBEC from Intel provides finer-grain control

on execute permissions to help protect the integrity of
system code from malicious changes.

Another Intel Virtualization Technology, called Advanced
Programmable Interrupt Controller Virtualization
(APICv), helps execute interrupts more securely, in
hardware. Interrupts are either external and internal.
External interrupts originate from other partitions or
devices, and internal interrupts originate from within the
partition, itself. Interrupt delivery requires the exit and
reentry of VMs—typically time-consuming and a major
source of overhead. To minimize that, 12th Gen Intel Core
processor-based platforms emulate those activities in
hardware using APICv circuitry. APICv eliminates the VM
exits triggered by privileged register access during the
handling of virtual interrupts. APIC register virtualization
and virtual interrupt handling eliminate a major source
of virtualization overhead, greatly reducing the attack
surface.
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Identity & Privacy
Protection
Malicious actors launch an average of 921 password
attacks every second—nearly doubling in frequency
over the past 12 months, according the Microsoft
Security Blog. Hackers don’t break in, they log in,”
says Microsoft Chief Information Security Officer
Bret Arsenault. That’s why Windows 11 uses Intel
Virtualization Technologies to enable secure biometric
authentication.
Biometric authentication is becoming a mainstream
use case driven by Windows Hello. Securing the entire
biometric datapath is important to enable mainstream
adoption of biometrics which both enhances security
(by elimination of passwords) and ease of use. Intel
enables this capability with Virtualized Trusted I/O
(VTIO). Windows Hello can support VTIO with a
Hyper-V based secure VM infrastructure. VTIO works in
conjunction with the hypervisor and trusted I/O drivers
running in a secure VM (which isolates and protects
I/O data via VT Extended Page Table-based memory
views). VTIO protects I/O for USB/MIPI cameras used
for biometric face authentication—the camera data
can be securely delivered to a biometric match engine
running in the secure VM (which also protects the
biometric match template).

No-compromise,
Hardware-based
Security
Intel builds-in security from the ground up, for powerful
defense in today’s threat environment. Together,
Intel hardware and Windows 11 software meet the
modern threats of today’s hybrid work environments
by delivering hardware-based isolation, end-to-end
encryption, and advanced malware protection. With
Windows 11 on 12th Gen Intel Core processor-based PCs,
customers get business-class productivity and intuitive
new experiences without compromising security.

Security
Foundation
In addition to our hardware, the Intel Security
First Pledge helps keep your business safe with
industry-leading support and programs such as
the Intel Security Development Lifecycle, the
Intel® Bug Bounty Program and more.

Intel Security Development Lifecycle

The Intel Security Development Lifecycle guides
us in applying privacy and security practices across
hardware, firmware and software, throughout
the product lifecycle. It is a set of processes that
implement security principles and privacy tenets
into product development. These processes
incorporate security-minded engineering and
testing at the onset of product development
when it is more effective and efficient to employ.
While the Intel Security Development Lifecycle is
most common in software development, Intel has
been applying these principles across software,
firmware and hardware development since at
least 2009.
The physical nature of hardware security offers
a unique set of challenges and opportunities.
One challenge is that hardware generally has
longer development cycles and support lifetimes
than software. The opportunity is to impose
security objectives early in the product definition
before doing so becomes increasingly costly to
change. Due to the length of time for hardware
development and manufacturing, architects must
attempt to anticipate new usage models and
potential threats years in advance. Unlike software,
though, hardware offers opportunities to improve
the robustness of product security beyond what
is possible in code. For example, trust boundaries
can be enforced through physical separation of
trusted and untrusted memory regions. Moving up
the stack, the Intel Security Development Lifecycle
is applied to BIOS, drivers, open source software
that Intel maintains, and myriad products across
the company. Although every product differs, the
same mindset and methodology are applied where
relevant, and broadly enforced.

Intel Bug Bounty Program

The Intel® Bug Bounty program invites security
researchers to partner, discover and eliminate
issues on Intel products. Established in 2018, the
community of security researchers from around
the world continues to contribute to improving the
security of technology in many ways. Collaboration
on security research yields improved identification
and mitigation of potential vulnerabilities and
coordinated vulnerability disclosure allows all
parties time to develop and deploy mitigations.
In 2021, we expanded our Intel Bug Bounty Bonus
program across Pentium®, Celeron® and Intel
Atom® Processors. This marked our first of several
planned expansions to the program and began
rewarding researchers with bonus multipliers for
findings in specific areas of interest. Across the
entire Intel Bug Bounty program, top areas of
findings for researchers were in GPUs, system and
devices, and software, leading to mitigations and
improved security across an array of products.
New for 2022, Intel invites security researchers to
join Project Circuit Breaker, a community of elite
hackers hunting bugs in firmware, hypervisors,
GPUs, compromising chipsets, pwning processors
and more. We’re creating a community dedicated
to offering training to security researchers, exciting
new hacking challenges and opportunities to work
at unprecedented levels with new and pre-release
products, as well as new collaborations with Intel
hardware and software engineers. Learn more.
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Platform Update

The Intel Platform Update process proactively and
transparently enables product security updates across
the ecosystem, and Intel has unrivaled product security
incident response with coordinated processes to help
keep your business safe. For example, starting with 12th
Gen Core processor-based platforms, participating
OEMs integrate signed updates and robust Intel
recovery capabilities into firmware update architecture.
Intel® Firmware Guard, in collaboration with OEMs,
provides the ability to update the firmware on an end
user’s system and also recover from a firmware failure.
Firmware updates are signed, deployed by the PC
manufacturer as a UEFI Capsule and applied in a fault
tolerant manner on the end user system. In case of
a power interruption during the update, the system
automatically boots to a last known good state and
restarts the firmware update process—all without
user intervention.

Transparent Supply Chain

Intel Firmware Guard works hand-in-glove with our
Secure Supply Chain program, Intel® Transparent
Supply Chain (Intel® TSC) to help detect changes to
PC configuration in transit, in cooperation with supply
chain partners. Policies and procedures trace system
components from point of manufacture. Intel TSC helps
identify counterfeit or malware-infected PC components
(requires OEM setup/implementation).

PC maker takes a
“digital fingerprint”
and stores it in the
cloud

Customer takes a
“digital fingerprint”
and compares it to
the original

Certification

Certification is another aspect of the Intel security
foundation—specifically, cryptographic certification.
Cryptography is a mathematical process to protect
user and system data, for example, by encrypting data
so that only a specific recipient can read it by using a
key possessed only by that recipient. Cryptography is a
basis for privacy to prevent anyone except the intended
recipient from reading data, provides integrity checks to
ensure data is free of tampering, and authentication that
verifies identity to ensure that communication is secure.
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
Publication 140 is a U.S. government standard that
defines the minimum security requirements for
cryptographic modules in IT products. FIPS 140
certification ensures that U.S. government approved
algorithms are correctly implemented (which includes
RSA for signing, ECDH with NIST curves for key
agreement, AES for symmetric encryption, and SHA2
for hashing), and tests module integrity to prove that no
tampering has occurred and proves the randomness for
entropy sources.
The Intel CSME is certified as a FIPS 140-2 Level 2
cryptographic sub-system. It is an embedded subsystem
designed to act as the security and manageability
controller. It implements a computing environment
isolated from the main CPU, executing host software
like BIOS, OS and applications. Information about
the firmware, boot process, and software, which is
cryptographically stored in the Intel CSME, is used to
validate the security state of the device. Attestation
provides assurance of trust as it can verify the identity
and status of essential components and that the device,
firmware, and boot process has not been altered. This
capability helps organizations to manage access with
confidence. Once the device is attested, it can be
granted access to resources.

System Level Traceability

Certificates tied to the TPM on the motherboard

Component Level Traceability

A signed “As Built” report from the manufacturer

Statement of Conformance

Signed by Intel attesting the authenticity of the system

Figure 7. Together with supply chain partners,

Intel TSC helps identify counterfeit or malwareinfected PC components.
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Windows 11 Security
Starts with Intel
From power-on, through boot-up and beyond,
Windows 11 security protections from Intel
are part of a comprehensive strategy based
on hardware layers of security, from chip to
cloud. Intel and Microsoft co-engineering
continues to build zero-trust/verify-everything
capabilities across the entire solution stack.
Today, 12th Gen Intel Core processor-based
business client platforms deliver highlyeffective, low-overhead security protections
for Windows 11 and the applications and data
that run on it.

Learn More
• A Holistic Approach to Security,
Built on Trust and Transparency
• Intel® Hardware Shield
• The Intel vPro® Platform
• 12th Gen Intel® Core™ Processors
• Intel® Threat Detection Technology
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